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Abstract
Among major industries, due to the labor-intensive nature of most of the construction tasks, the
construction industry has some of the highest numbers of heat-related illness claims. The leading cause of
these illnesses is the repeated exposure of workers to heat stress, which adversely affects productivity,
safety, and health. A biophysical interpretation of the body’s responses to heat stress is a promising way to
continuously measure the likelihood of heat stress exposure of workers. Such a method surpasses current
metrics such as Wet Bulb Globe Temperature and Heat Index. The others do not account for variations of
individual physiology and biometrics (e.g., age, gender, and metabolism) in response to heat stress. Also,
environmentally based methods cannot be used to continuously monitor heat stress in the workplace. This
study aims to examine the effect of heat stress exposure on the flux of three different physiological signals:
photoplethysmography (PPG), electrodermal activity (EDA), and skin temperature (S.T). To facilitate capture
of workers’ physical responses to acute heat, these are acquired from a wristband biosensor. To that end,
physiological data were gathered from 10 workers performing construction tasks under three climatic
conditions, each with a different likelihood of exposure to heat stress – conditions of caution, extreme
caution, and danger, as defined by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s National
Weather Service. Heart rate, heart rate variability, electrodermal activity, electrodermal response, and
mean skin temperature were extracted to examine the potential of these signals for measuring workers’
heat stress. The results indicated statistically significant differences in the metrics of heat stress exposure.
The findings demonstrated the feasibility of PPG, EDA, and S.T. in capturing physiological changes during
heat stress exposure and dehydration.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Budapest University of Technology and Economics & Diamond Congress Ltd
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of the Creative Construction Conference 2020.
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1. Introduction
The construction industry is beleaguered by extensive health and safety issues. At labor-intensive
construction sites, workers perform physically arduous tasks under hazardous working conditions all day
[1–3]. Frequently done in scorching and unmonitored environments without enough of a break to recover
physiologically from overexertion, tasks are often performed with limited or lack of shade or water [4], and
workers can suffer dehydration, as well as heat stress.
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In fact, enough exposure to heat can cause acute illnesses, such as dehydration, and chronic diseases, such
as brain damage, both of which can adversely affect workers’ productivity, safety, and health [5–8]. Between
2000 and 2010, construction was responsible for 36.8% of heat-related deaths, highest in the United States
[9], a risk of heat-related fatalities 13 times greater than other industries [10]. Therefore, monitoring
worker’s heat stress exposure should be diligently implemented in health and safety management at
construction sites.
To prevent heat-related illnesses, systematic heat stress measurement is of the utmost importance. There
have been several efforts to gauge such. Some use answers to questionnaires [11,12]. However, surveybased methods interfere with ongoing tasks and are prone to biases. Other heat stress measurements rely
on environmentally based metrics, such as Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) and Heat Index (H.I.)
[11,13]. Despite their use in measuring the state of heat stress in the field, these metrics cannot assess the
full variation in a worker’s physical characteristics and personal physiology [14,15]. Therefore, there is a
need for objective and non-intrusive ways to evaluate heat stress in the field.
Biophysical responses to a workplace stimulus can offer valuable information about a worker’s health,
mental state, and other work-related responses [16–19]. Recent advances in wearable technologies offer
an unprecedented opportunity to do non-intrusive, objective, and continuous real-time monitoring of
workers’ physical activity and processes [17,18,20,21]. These aspects of physiology can be monitored easily
using photoplethysmography (PPG), electrodermal activity (EDA), and skin temperature (S.T.). The
responses can be promptly processed and effectively analyzed to infer health conditions [16,22,23].
Specifically, this analysis can pave the way for continuous heat stress assessment in the field. In this vein,
this study attempts to investigate various features of PPG, EDA, and S.T. signals as mechanisms of heat
stress exposure.
2. Current methods of heat stress assessment and their limitations
Construction practitioners and researchers have mainly relied on subjective techniques (survey-based
methods) to assess heat stress at work sites. The Heat Strain Score Index (HSSI) is a widely used subjective
technique for heat stress assessment. In this method, heat strain experienced by an individual is evaluated
by a questionnaire that contains 17 items related to the assessment of heat stress, such as questions about
the experience of thermal and humidity conditions, the intensity of sweating, and intensity of fatigue [11].
While this method has broadened our understanding of the heat-stress of construction workers, it is prone
to biases of self-report inherent in subjective scales. Also, doing the survey will interrupt the workflow
because workers are required to participate during work hours. In addition to subjective assessment, heat
stress has also been understood in terms of meteorological (climatic) parameters. Metrics such as H.I. and
WBGT can monitor heat stress at construction sites. By assessing two common meteorological values,
temperature, and relative humidity, H.I. reveals the climatic condition as experienced by the human body
[13]. This index ignores other meteorological parameters (i.e., wind speed, air pressure, and sunlight) to
evaluate the climatic conditions affecting heat stress accurately. WBGT is an efficient assessment of the
thermal environment (ambient temperature, relative humidity, wind, and solar radiation) [13]. It is the most
widely used index in assessing heat stress and has been adopted by the U.S. occupational safety and health
authorities and other national and international agencies as the basis of heat-stress standards [24].
Although WBGT is a convenient method, the chances of heat stress exposure being different from
environmental conditions and the reliability of the worker’s judgment of his/her metabolic rate reduces its
viability. More importantly, along with other environmentally-based techniques, WBGT suffers from
generalization, representing only one value for heat stress exposure. Workers’ responses to such exposure
are different due to variations in physiological status such as age, gender, chronic or pre-existing diseases,
fitness, hydration, and use of alcohol and medication. Different types of physical activity, body size
acclimation, and clothing vary across workers [24–28], pointing to the importance of physiologically based
techniques as a solution to heat-stress assessment.
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3. Knowledge gaps and research objectives
As mentioned above, current techniques mainly rely on subjective evaluation, and environmental
assessment for measuring heat stress exposure, a more in-depth evaluation of workers’ physiological
conditions in the field is necessary for efficient and pragmatic monitoring. With current advances in nonintrusive wearable biosensors, several physiological responses to heat-related stimuli can be captured by
a physiological sensor. These biosignals contain valuable information regarding physiological functioning
and changes, and they can be extracted with advanced signal processing and machine learning techniques.
However, the extent to which the biosignals can reveal the correct fluxes in human physiology depends on
the type of stimulus.
Previous studies suggested PPG, EDA, and S.T. could capture information about the body’s
thermoregulation and be used as physiological signals [29–31]. PPG is a noninvasive way to measure blood
volume changes in microscale vessels just under the skin [23]. When individuals are in a highly stressful
environment, the brain innervates the heart via the sympathetic nervous system. Changes in the heartbeat
(H.B.) mechanism will result in variations in blood volume; these can be measured by PPG [32]. Metrics
obtained from PPG signals (e.g., H.B. variation) have the potential to measure workers’ exposure to heatrelated injuries (heat stroke and exhaustion) [33,34]. As a result, PPG can provide an opportunity for
understanding workers’ bodily responses to thermal stress.
The sympathetic nervous system controls the sweat glands. EDA measures the changes in the electrical
properties of the skin in response to autonomic sweat gland activity [35]. If the sympathetic branch of the
autonomic nervous system is activated by external stressors, the number of active sweat glands increases,
reflecting a higher EDA measurement [36], several features can be extracted from it, such as mean value,
median value, variance, electrodermal level [EDL], and electrodermal response [EDR]) to measure these
changes. To this end, EDA can be introduced as a reliable signal of the sympathetic nervous system when
thermally stressful environments produce dehydration. When the body is subjected to intense, acute
thermal conditions, the thermoregulation system adjusts skin temperatures through vasodilation and constriction to maintain thermal homeostasis [37–39]. The dynamic between these two mechanisms
controls skin blood flow, resulting in skin temperature adjustments. S.T. has the potential to be a
quantitative and objective indicator of likely illness and injuries [33,39,40]. Features like mean skin
temperature (MST), mean frequency, and median frequency can be extracted from S.T. to assess the heat
shock experienced by workers during ongoing work.
As mentioned above, the stimulation of the sympathetic autonomic nervous system results in significant
changes in EDA, S.T., and PPG [16]. Nevertheless, the feasibility of using these measures to understand
workers’ heat stress under various conditions has not been well studied. Therefore, this paper aims to
investigate more precisely the potential of these biosignals in unfolding the responses of construction
workers to levels of heat stress exposure.
To this end, the authors recruited ten healthy subjects to perform two physical activities under three
climatic conditions, namely low, medium, and high exposure to heat stress. During the experimental
procedures, the subjects’ physiological signals were collected from wearable sensors. A wide variety of
metrics were extracted from the signals, such as heart rate (H.R.), heart rate variability (HRV), EDL, EDR, and
mean skin temperature (MST), to name a few.
By statistically analyzing these features, a more in-depth understanding of the potential responses of a
worker’s body to heat stress can be achieved. Furthermore, such comparisons can reveal the underlying
effect of heat stress on various aspects of PPG, EDA, and S.T. biosignals. Also, future studies can exploit the
findings of this one to more suitably select relevant biosignals to develop predictive models.
4. Experimental design
4.1. Subjects
Experimental procedures were established to collect physiological signals from 10 able-bodied adults
recruited among students at Pennsylvania State University (PSU). The data collection protocol was approved
by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at PSU. All subjects were provided with informed consent forms
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explaining the confidentiality of the data and participants’ rights. After the consent form was signed and
received, all subjects were asked to provide demographic information (i.e., age, gender, height, and weight).
To exclude unhealthy subjects, participants were also asked for any history of health problems. None of
the subjects reported any. Among ten subjects, seven were male; the remaining three were female. No
subjects had any clinical conditions.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup: (a) roofing task; (b) materials handling task; (c) chamber room; (d) control station for simulating
temperature and humidity at conditions labeled caution, extreme caution, and danger; (e) wearable biosensors measuring PPG,
EDA, and S.T. signals.

4.2. Chamber room
The study was performed in an environmental chamber room with three different climatic conditions to
simulate exposure to heat stress at the three levels of caution, extreme caution, and danger. The climatic
conditions were simulated by controlling the temperature and humidity level. Such categorization was
performed using the Humidex scale. This index calculates the temperature and humidity required to induce
various levels of heat stress exposure. In this vein, for a condition of caution regarding heat stress, the
temperature and humidity were set to 84.2 FO and 40%. Correspondingly, for extreme caution, temperature
and humidity were set to 87.8 FO and 45%. Likewise, to simulate the condition of danger, the temperature
and humidity were set to 89.6 FO and 55%, respectively.
4.3. Data collection procedure
All the subjects were asked to wear a non-intrusive wristband sensor (i.e., Empatica E4 wristband). They
were instructed to perform roofing and materials handling tasks in the environmental chamber room. The
roofing task involved nine minutes of hammering nails into a roofing surface angled 30 O from horizontal,
as well as attaching and adjusting shingles. The materials handling task required subjects for six minutes
to move concrete blocks from a wheelbarrow, place it on the roofing surface, and put it back in the
wheelbarrow. Each subject was asked to perform the tasks in the chamber room for 15 minutes. Between
the tests, they rested for 10 minutes. During each task, S.T., EDA, and PPG biosignals were captured at a
sampling rate of 4 Hz, 64 Hz, and 4 Hz, respectively. The sensor promptly transmitted the data to a portable
device. By using the sensor’s application programming interface (API), the device was able to upload the
biosignals onto an online server in near real-time.
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5. Data analysis
5.1. Noise removal
Interpretation of the signals can be affected by several kinds of noises. These come from changes in the
body (i.e., excessive movement, etc.) and extrinsic changes (i.e., electrodes popping, environmental noises,
ambient light, thermal noises, etc.) [41–44]. Robust noise removal decontaminated the biosignals of the
major artifacts. Such an approach smooths the way for precise inferences of metrics based on the
physiological signals. To better eliminate the adverse effects of signal noises, this study selected noise
removal techniques based on the sources and modality of capture.

Blood Volume
Pulse (a.u.)

Blood Volume
Pulse (a.u.)

The PPG sensor determines the changes in blood flow by calculating the differences between the
wavelengths of the original lights and the one reflected from the subject’s tissue [45]. Environmental factors
such as ambient light, thermal noise, and electromagnetic sources are more likely to induce high-frequency
artifacts [45]. To remove them, a frequency-based filtering technique (i.e., bandpass filter) within the range
of 0.5-4 Hz was applied. An EDA sensor records the signals by passing a minuscule amount of current
between the electrodes in contact with the skin [41]. Hence, the measurement is vulnerable to different
types of noises, namely electrode artifacts, excessive movement, and adjustment of sensors due to
disruptions in the skin-electrode interface [41–44]. A high pass filter with a cut off frequency of 0.05 Hz was
applied to the EDA signals. Furthermore, a rolling filter was used to remove large magnitude noises caused
by excessive movement and electrode pressure. Different filtering methods (e.g., a Hampel filter and a finite
impulse response filter) were applied to remove artifacts from S.T. signals. To remove outliers, a Hampel
filter was used. A finite impulse response filter was applied to smooth the S.T. signals and to avoid aliasing
in the data.

Datapoints (4Hz)

Datapoints (4Hz)

Electrodermal
Activity Level (µS)

Electrodermal
Activity Level (µS)

Datapoints (4Hz)

Datapoints (64Hz)

A

(µS)

Skin Temperature
( C)

Skin Temperature
( C)

ST

Datapoints (64Hz)

B

Fig. 2. PPG, EDA, and S.T. signals noise removal: (A) Raw signals; (B) Filtered signals

5.2. Physiological metrics
Several metrics were calculated after removing signal noise. From the PPG signals, three metrics were
extracted, heart rate (H.R.), mean frequency, and median frequency. H.R. was determined from the
processed PPG signal by counting the number of peaks in the alternating current of the signals. Also, the
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median value and mean frequency were extracted in the frequency domain to examine the changes in the
subjects’ cardiac activity.
Similarly, several metrics were extracted from EDA signals. These results included mean value, median
value, and variance. EDL and EDR were extracted from the EDA signals to more achieve more precise
results. EDL has been regarded as a suitable measure of sympathetic activity induced by long term stress
[46,47]. On the other hand, EDR reflects short term responses to external stimuli [48,49]. In this regard, a
deconvolution approach was applied for decomposing EDA signals into continuous signals of tonic and
phasic activity to measure EDL and EDR, respectively. The metrics from S.T. in time and frequency domain
included mean skin temperature (MST), mean frequency, and median frequency. These values were
calculated after applying a finite impulse response filter to monitor skin temperature changes working
under different exposures to heat stress.
5.3. Statistical analysis
To analyze the statistical differences among levels of heat stress exposure, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was performed on the metrics. Specifically, this non-parametric comparison was used to determine the
statistical differences across climatic conditions because the data did not satisfy the normal distribution
assumption (Shapiro-Wilk test [50]). This lack was probably due to the low sample size [51]. In this study,
the statistical comparison tests were performed with a 0.05 level of significance.
6. Results
Fig. 3 represents the distribution of the calculated metrics pertinent to the PPG, H.R., median frequency,
and mean frequency, for all the subjects across all heat stress exposure. There were no statistically
significant differences among the metrics computed for low, medium, and high climatic conditions.
Heart Rate (HR)

Median Frequency

Mean Frequency

Fig. 3. Metrics values derived from PPG.

On the other hand, there were significant differences (P-value < 0.05) between the mean value, median
value, and variance of EDA in the time domain. As seen in Fig. 4, as the heat stress level increases, these
metrics exhibit a significant increase. More specifically, the Wilcoxon signed test indicated that the mean
value for the EDA signals is significantly higher under medium heat stress than low heat stress (z= -5.05,
p<0.05). Likewise, the test revealed a significant difference in the mean value of EDA signals between
medium and high levels of heat stress (z= -6.56, p<0.05). The test also corroborated a significant difference
in the median value (z= -5.05, p<0.05) and variance value (z= -6.69, p<0.05) of the EDA signals across low
and medium heat stress conditions. Similarly, the test showed that these metrics were significantly higher
in high heat stress conditions than under medium heat stress (z= -6.53, p<0.05 for the median value and z=
-4.39, p<0.05 for the variance value). As for the EDR and EDL values, a similar trend can be observed among
levels of exposure to heat stress (Fig. 4). The Wilcoxon signed test substantiated that the EDR values at
medium heat stress are statistically higher than the values at low heat stress (z= -5.0649, p<0.05). The
results of the non-parametric test demonstrated that EDR changes from medium to high heat stress (z = 4.136, p<0.05). Similarly, EDL values exhibit a significant increase as the condition changed from low to
medium heat stress (z= -4.91, p<0.05), and from the medium to high heat stress (z = -6.5277, p<0.05).
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Median Value
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Electrodermal Level

Electrodermal Response

Fig. 4. Metrics values derived from EDA.

Meanwhile, differences in MST extracted from S.T. signals were captured while subjects were working under
different levels of heat exposure. As seen in Fig. 5, the MST value is higher in the conditions with high heat
stress. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that the MST value is significantly higher under medium
heat stress conditions than in low heat (z = -12.9, p<0.05) Also, the test stated that MST values significantly
increased from medium to high heat stress conditions (z= -21.3, p<0.05). On the other hand, metrics
extracted from S.T. in the frequency domain (mean frequency and median frequency) failed to show any
clear difference across levels of heat stress.
Skin Tem perature

Mean Frequency

Median Frequency

Fig. 5. Metrics values extracted from S.T. (MST, mean frequency, and median frequency)

7. Conclusion
This study was designed to investigate the capability of using physiological signals collected from a
wristband sensor to capture the responses of the body due to exposure to heat stress. Metrics from PPG,
EDA, and S.T. signals were collected from 10 healthy subjects performing two construction tasks under
different environmental conditions. The results showed there is a significant difference in the metrics of
EDA and S.T. among different levels of heat stress exposure. While the subjects performed the two tasks,
roofing and materials handling, in thermally high stress conditions, the values of metrics from the EDA
signals in the time domain (mean value, median value, and variance value) generally increased. The results
indicated that EDL and EDR values increased with elevation in heat stress. Also, the findings revealed that
MST extracted from S.T. signals exhibited significant differences under different climatic conditions. This
pattern of the increase can be an appropriate criterion for the selection of relevant biosignals and the
development of interpretive models for heat stress prediction and assessment. Such an attempt also
augments our understanding of workers’ physiological mechanisms under acute environmental conditions.
As a critical step toward safer workplaces, this deeper understanding of human physiology can lend itself
well to the design and development of wearable sensor-based health monitoring systems for a near realtime and objective assessment of worker heat stress in the field, which provides good opportunities to
improve construction safety management. In addition, this study provides a promising avenue for
personalized heat stress monitoring from wearable sensors by exploring the impact of heat stress exposure
on key physiological responses. Future investigations can be more accurately performed through additional
experiments with more significant numbers of subjects, physical activities, and naturalistic working
environments.
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